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Immigration is the act of illegally travelling to another country due to many things 

like insufficient resources or lack of job or accommodation. Over the past 5 years, 

immigration is beginning to become a problem as it has increased by approximately 

146,000 in accordance to online sources. There are two ways to travel, the act of 

‘Immigrating’ to a country and the act of ‘Emigrating’ from a country. 

Here are some of the reasons why people migrate. 

In accordance to ONS MIGRATION STATISTICS QUARTERLY REPORT, when surveying Non- EU 

Nationals as well as EU Nationals this is what was recorded. 

 

NON- EU NATIONALS:        22%        8%                  23%                     42%          5%               

                                                JOB      WORK     JOIN SOMEONE       STUDY      OTHER 

 

            EU NATIONALS:       45%        24%                11%                     14%            6% 

                                               JOB         WORK   JOIN SOMEONE       STUDY        OTHER 

 

If Brexit Was To Happen, How Would This Affect Migrants And Immigration In General? 

In the event of Brexit, rules regarding transportation in and out of the country will 

be made stricter therefore it will reportedly cut the number of Immigrants in the 

UK, however it will be more difficult to receive jobs, therefore it will leave people 

looking for one and this may cause a rise in attempts to immigrate. 

Now lets look at some of the ways migration can be stopped. 

 

How Can Immigration Be Stopped/Prevented? 

 

Stopping or preventing migration is more than just protecting the border. There are 

things that could be done to demise the number of migrants like ending the wars in 

countries such as Syria and Libya. This would prevent people attempting to escape 

conflict by illegally travelling to other countries under dangerous conditions. 

Increasing the development of countries like Africa would supply it with enough 

resources for people to stop migrating. Some people may not have the right to 



work- like Syrians in Turkey. If these people cannot find a place to work and earn 

money then this will lead to them migrating. So if we want to put an end to 

migration then we understand that there will have to be many procedures put in 

place. 

What Other Causes Are There For Migration? 

There are two things that can influence whether a person wants to live in a place or 

doesn’t feel comfortable living there. They are called ‘Push’ and ‘Pull’ factors. 

A ‘Push’ factor makes you want to leave a specific location whereas a ‘Pull’ factor 

attracts you to a specific location. 

Here are some examples. 

 

PUSH FACTORS          TRAFFIC      NOISE        NO JOB      HOUSING       NO SCHOOL 

 

PULL FACTORS           GOOD HEALTHCARE   HIGHER WAGE   BETTER OPPORTUNITIES 

 

To conclude this report, we understand that if we want to put an end to migration 

then there will have to be many procedures put in place. 

Thankyou for reading. 

 


